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The purpose of this thesis project was to find a suitable vulnerability assessment application, 
that offers comprehensible features that allows the client to scan for vulnerabilities and ex-
ploits in their IT infrastructure. The objectives included comparing different options with the 
requirements set by the client. These requirements included implementing the software on 
premises instead of a cloud-based SaaS (Software as a Service) model, being easy to use and 
quick to set up as well as having extensive options for reporting.  

 The client company is a Finnish software company who offer services for the social and 
healthcare industry in Finland, as well as a subsidiary company based in Sri Lanka. The ser-
vices offered by the client reach over 2 million users in Finland, and are used by public and 
private healthcare centres, military as well other governmental institutions. The client bene-
fits from this project by having an extra layer of security to help safeguard its infrastructure 
if being implemented fully into the existing environment.  

The research part of this project was conducted as a case study. The problem the client had 
was the lack of in-house tools to search for and find exploits or vulnerabilities in their IT in-
frastructure, with the only options previously being audits by outside parties. The client had 
several requirements on what the implemented tool should have. The most important re-
quirement being to have the vulnerability management tool be installed on premises, due to 
requirements by the clients’ customers to minimize use of cloud-based platforms. This in turn 
meant that a considerable amount of time had to be used to research options that were pos-
sible to have on premises.   

The results of this project were positive. The possibility of testing Nexpose on a separate en-
vironment the client uses for testing purposes for their different products before being 
pushed into production meant that valuable information was gathered. The software was able 
to find between 10-30 different vulnerabilities in many assets in the testing environment, and 
remediation plans as well as executive style reports were able to be generated by the data. 
This in turn means that the implementation of Nexpose into the clients’ IT infrastructure 
could benefit the client greatly, with having the desired extra layer of security in-house.  
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1 Introduction 

The world is moving towards deeper levels of digitalisation in almost every area of modern 

life. Businesses, government entities, schools, military and healthcare institutions are all be-

ing digitised. This digitalisation of everything around us has large positive effects. We are 

able to advance development of new and exciting technologies at an ever-expanding pace, 

allow companies to grow their global reach easily as well as assist other people in any part of 

the world due to our connected society.  This in turn means that there are also many more 

ways of exploiting and damaging the services and technologies we use if they are not properly 

secured against cyber threats, either due to internal or external factors.  

Companies have to constantly stay secured and up to date with the everchanging security sit-

uations presented to them. This is why there are numerous companies specifically focused on 

offering security services and tools to companies and government entities, to reduce the pos-

sibility of exploitation. While it is very common these days to outsource security services to 

cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) models to make security development as straight 

forward as possible, sometimes companies might have in-house locally implemented security 

software because they wish to keep their infrastructure completely localised and secure, 

without cloud-based services. 

 Client Company  

The client company for this thesis is a Finnish software company. The client is a leading 

Ehealth solution provider for the health and social care market in Finland, while also having a 

subsidiary company based in Sri Lanka. Their services reach over 2 million users in Finland in 

the public and private sector, their customers ranging from public healthcare centres, private 

practices to military institutions and universities. 

 Purpose & Goals of this thesis project 

The purpose of this thesis is split into two goals. The first objective is to find possible options 

based on the requirements set by the client. The second objective is to test and assess the 

chosen vulnerability management services on a virtual test platform.  
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2 Theoretical Framework and Research Methodology 

The theoretical frameworks this thesis is being based on are the Vulnerability Assessment 

guide by ISACA and the CVE database project by Mitre. The research methodology used is case 

study, in this case the research questions being “what vulnerability assessment tools would fit 

the company’s needs?”. 

 ISACA Vulnerability Assessment 

Vulnerability assessment is major part of a working security system. Testing and remediating 

possible flaws in any infrastructure are often regarded a necessity for mandatory compliance 

to regulatory bodies as well as good practice in general. Vulnerability assessments can take 

many different shapes, like network-based scanning, host-based scanning (reviewing different 

system configurations), application scanning (often included in penetration scanning) and 

wireless scanning. 

ISACA states that “Conducting an assessment does not necessarily improve security on its 

own; instead it reflects a snapshot of the environment at a particular point in time, and its 

goal is simply to identify and analyse weaknesses present in a technical environment” (ISACA 

2017, 4) 

The benefits of vulnerability assessments are very straightforward. The more insight you gain 

about different types of vulnerabilities, the better you can plan ahead for the future. For ex-

ample, using network scans you can identify unknown assets connected to a network or find 

bad configurations that could open backdoors to tampering. 

 With the multitude of different types of vulnerability assessment software, it is easier to find 

one that suits the need of the user, albeit not necessarily as quickly as may be desired.  

 CVE 

CVE means Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures. It is a project launched in the late 1990’s 

by a non-profit company MITRE, who focus on researching and cataloguing exploits and vul-

nerabilities in software. The purpose of the CVE database is to standardize the identification 

of exploits and vulnerabilities. The ID’s allotted to different vulnerabilities allow security 

technicians to access necessary technical information gathered about the vulnerability in 

question in one place.  

While the CVE project is sponsored by the American Department of Homeland Security, MITRE 

is in charge of maintaining and updating the database. The site also has the CVE compatibility 

Program, that is meant to promote the use of CVE identifiers by CVE numbering authorities, 

or CNA’s  
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The CVE isn’t “just another vulnerability database. It is designed to allow vulnerability data-

bases and other capabilities to be linked together, and to facilitate the comparison of secu-

rity tools and services” (Armerding 2019). The reason why the CVE database is important to 

this project is due to the standardisation of identifying vulnerabilities being an important part 

of security development. If vulnerabilities are found in the clients testing environment, the 

database is of great use when trying to plan out possible fixes.  

 Research and Development Methodology 

The research and development of this thesis is done using the case study method. The client 

has a problem that they need fixed, in this case the absence of in-house vulnerability man-

agement tools. The answer to this problem requires the research on what options could work 

in the confines of the clients’ requirements as well as any requirements set by any agree-

ments the client has with other organizations or authorities.  

Case study method was chosen due to it being useful in doing in-depth analysis, as well as 

multi-faceted exploration of issues. Qualitative data is needed, due to the need to analyse 

different vulnerability assessment tools. In depth knowledge of how these vulnerability as-

sessment tools work and what problems or limitations they have are an important part in find-

ing a suitable tool for the client and as such, qualitative data needs to be found through a 

case study. Qualitative data is “Qualitative data in statistics is also known as categorical 

data. Data that can be arranged categorically based on the attributes and properties of a 

thing or a phenomenon.” (Surendran. A. n.d) 

The development of this thesis will follow a linear but flexible path. The research questions 

of “what vulnerability assessment tools would fit the company’s needs?” and “are vulnerabili-

ties found during testing” need to be clarified as well as properly researched. Once enough 

research has been conducted, choices made and data gathered, further steps toward sharing 

the conclusions can be made. As a baseline, a flexible 6-step linear by Robert K. Yin in the 

book “Case Study Research: Design and methods” is used to help guide development. 

 

3 Vulnerability assessment Product requirements and comparison 

Currently there are numerous different tools available to monitor and scan IT infrastructure 

and finding one is not simple. The client also has a set of requirements for the application 

they would wish to have 

  Client Requirements 

The client company had a set of requirements by which the vulnerability assessment tool was 

to be chosen based off. The first requirement was for the tool to be available on premises, 
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instead of a cloud-based SaaS (Software as a Service) model, due to agreements under KATA-

KRI.  

The second requirement was to keep the budget under €5000 for a possible one-year licence, 

as a short-term test.  

The third requirement was ease of access and good user experience design. The thought be-

hind this was to make sure to find a tool that was accessible enough to not cost undue work-

hours being bogged down with something that is too complicated for a small test. What was 

desired was something that was simple to set up but would still give valuable information of 

possible security issues. 

The fourth requirement was easily configurable reporting. The client wanted to be able to 

quickly make different types of reports, for different personnel (executive level reports as 

well as reports more geared towards the development teams). 

 Product listing 

 Over a period of 4 weeks, research was done to list possible options, which was then fol-

lowed with the arduous task of weighing the different tools against the different require-

ments by the client. The closest possible options are Openvas, Nexpose, F-Secure Radar and 

Nessus.  Table 1 presents considerable options. OpenVas is an open-source tool whereas Nex-

pose, F-Secure Radar and Nessus are commercially available software with licence fees. 

Table 1 Product list 

OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE 

OpenVas Nexpose 

 F-Secure Radar 

 Nessus 

 

 F-secure Radar 

A demo was set up with F-secure to see how well Radar would work, though the demo was 

based off their cloud-based platform with limited functionality. It was not possible to use the 

demo environment to test the client company’s infrastructure, only for pre-set assets that 

were in the testing environment. The demo was arranged for 14 days so enough data could be 

reviewed, and decisions made.  
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While the tool itself was very well made and intuitive to use, with very deeply rooted scan-

ning procedures and solid reporting, Radar had to be dropped due to numerous factors. One 

big issue with moving forward with Radar was that while it was possible to get it installed on 

premise with a licence deal for €4000-€5000 per year for 130 assets. One asset being one 

unique IP address, the installation would have to be done by technicians from F-secure and a 

separate cost for the customer service meant that the costs of running Radar for one year 

would be over €20 000 (Kauhanen 2019. Pers. Com.). It was recommended to rather take their 

cloud-based SaaS model of Radar and save money, but as stated before this was not an option 

due to prior agreements with company clients. F-Secure Radar is a powerful and well-made 

tool, that is perfect for vulnerability management, but for this project it was out of reach due 

to budgetary constraints. 

 Nexpose 

The other option on the list was Nexpose by American security company Rapid7. While 

Rapid7’s main vulnerability management software is their cloud-based Insight platform, they 

also offer a scaled down version that is available on premises called Nexpose. Nexpose was 

referred as being easy to use, with deep scanning capabilities and highly modifiable reporting 

structures that can produce reports ranging from surface level reports for executive level sit-

uations, to more deeper levels of information for the purpose of security development. 

After contacting Rapid7 about a possible demo or trial as well as pricing info, they informed 

that they offer 1 a month trial licence for free, with the opportunity to implement it wher-

ever it was deemed necessary. This enabled deeper testing opportunities and was a positive 

surprise. Another benefit of Nexpose was its pricing structure.  

A one-year licence was price was quoted to the author by L. Truelsen (2019. Pers. com.) at 

€3400-€3600 ranging from 130 to 150 assets including a year of customer service. The next 

step was to arrange an environment for the implementation of a Nexpose testing build that 

could be used to possibly find exploitable vulnerabilities. The decision was made to try out 

the software on a separate testing environment used by the clients’ development team when 

developing new services or fixes to older services before being pushed into production. 

To be sure that the assessment data is of any use, any possible vulnerabilities will be checked 

against the CVE database for confirmation.  

 OpenVas 

OpenVas was not taken into larger consideration due to the complicated nature of its design. 

While it seems to be a powerful tool, the set-up of OpenVas to test was deemed too time con-

suming by the client that it was quickly ruled out in favour of the other available choices. 
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 Nessus 

On paper, Nessus seems like a perfect choice due to it being a widely used, powerful tool 

with a well-designed user experience. Nessus was one of the top choices for actual testing, 

but once Tenable, the developers of the tool, were contacted about a possible trial and pric-

ing, they quoted a yearly price of €7000. This was deemed too high of a price, so Nessus was 

no longer taken into consideration 

 Product Comparison Results 

Based on the client requirements, research on possible options and two short preliminary 

tests with Radar and Nexpose the following table can summarize the results. 

Table 2 Product Comparison 

Requirements Nexpose F-Secure Radar Nessus OpenVas 

Ease of use (UX)     

Price (<€5000)     

Possibility of on-

premises installa-

tion 

    

Configurable re-

porting possibilities     

 

Of the four most viable options, Nexpose was a clear choice.  As mentioned before, the price 

for a 1-year licence was around €3400-€3600, with the other closest one being OpenVas, as it 

is an open-source software, it does not cost anything. The reason OpenVas was not chosen 

was that it is notorious for being very user unfriendly and difficult to set up. F-secure Radar 

and Nessus were both too expensive, at €25 000 for the former and over €7000 for the latter. 
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4 Description of Testing Environment  

The final testing build was constructed in a virtual testing platform the company uses to test 

out new services, updates, fixes etc. before pushing them into production. The testing plat-

form is run off Vmware Vcloud Director, with the different testing environments segmented 

off into different branches. The Nexpose testing environment was installed into the “General 

Testing Cloud” branch. The virtual machine used in the testing process used Centos 7 Linux 

Distribution by Red Hat, with 2 virtual cores and 6 gigabytes of RAM. The figure below shows 

mock-up of the virtual enviroment. The other virtual machines running in the same cloud en-

viroment are running on different operating systems from Centos7 to Windows Server 2008 R2 

to Debian Linux depending on what they are used for. The diagram below gives a simplified 

view how the Vcloud environment is set up. 

 

Figure 1 Vcloud basic enviroment 
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As the figure below shows (Figure 2), the installation of VC-Nexpose1 is done on Centos7. The 

next step was to make the Centos 7 operating system be more user friendly. This meant the 

installation of a separate desktop environment for the Linux distribution, in this case GNOME 

by the GNOME Project. Separate web browsers were also installed, including Mozilla Firefox 

as well as Google Chrome, to see how well the Nexpose dashboard works with different 

browsers. 

The installation of Nexpose was very straightforward, with installation started via the Centos 

7 terminal. Using the command “Chmod +x Rapid7Setup-Linux.bin”, as shown in figure 3, al-

lows the installer file to be turned into an executable file.  

 

Figure 3 Nexpose Linux install step 1 

Figure 2 VC-Nexpose1 
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This is then proceeded with the command “./Rapid7Setup-Linux64.bin” in figure 4, that runs 

the installer.  

 

Figure 4 Command to run the installer 

The installer itself is simple and straightforward, with basic requirements informed in the be-

ginning. To meet the basic installation requirements as shown in figure 5, some configuration 

with Linux is needed, for example turning off SELinux.   

 

Figure 5 Installation requirements 

The rest of the installation process is automated and once it is finished, the next step is to 

access the Nexpose Security Console. This is done by using a web browser to go to the ma-

chines’ localhost address with the port 3780 and signing in with the default user and password 

of “NXadmin”.  

Once the Nexpose Security Console was accessible, the preparations for vulnerability scanning 

could begin. First step was to find a proper scanning template that would yield useful data 

about vulnerabilities 
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 Scanning frameworks included in Nexpose 

After researching articles and the numerous instructional posts on the Rapid7 website like the 

quick start guide as well as going through the different available templates that are pre-in-

stalled in Nexpose, ranging from simple asset discovery scans to Denial of Service scans up to 

Full Audit scans.  

 

Figure 6 List of scanning templates 

In the end, the scanning template that was used for initial testing was the Exhaustive scan, 

which is described as a thorough network scan of all systems and services uses only safe 

checks, including patch/hotfix inspections, policy compliance assessments, and application-

layer auditing. An intensive scan that could take several hours, or even days, to complete, 

depending on the number of target assets. Scans run with this template are thorough, but 

slow.  

The Exhaustive scan was deemed perfect due to it using safe checks to allow the scans to be 

run during work hours without it affecting any of the other virtual machines running in the IP 

scanning range as shown in figure 7 below.  
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Figure 7 Example of the IP range used in the scanning. NOTE: THIS IP RANGE IS NOT ACTU-

ALLY USED IN THE TESTING ENVIRONMENT. Due to security reasons the real IP range cannot 

be shown, even though it is not available outside the company's local network. 

The IP range used, covered 188 unique assets. Each having its own hostname, operating sys-

tem, users and applications. 
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5 Scanning results 

Over the course of a month, 22 test scans and reports showed the basic information about the 

virtual machines running in the test environment segment, including numerous vulnerabilities, 

exploits and outdated software that were found on the assets in the network. Figure 8 shows 

the different information on operating systems, number of vulnerabilities and scanning dates. 

 

Figure 8. 10 of the 188 assets scanned, with basic info. Note: The names of the assets have 

been redacted due to security reasons. 

In addition to the basic data about the assets in the network segment, there were detailed 

information about what types of vulnerabilities, what categories they fall under and links to 

references. Figure 9 shows the different vulnerabilities by different risk categories. 

 If a scan was running with authenticated access to the assets, there would be also infor-

mation about what users have accessed the assets, what has been installed, system logs, pos-

sible malware and other user data that is stored on the assets. These scans were not set up to 

run with authenticated access to assets as it was deemed unnecessary for the testing of Nex-

pose, though if the software is to be implemented into the company’s production infrastruc-

ture it might be more pertinent to have authenticated access to an asset that would need to 

be thoroughly scanned. 
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Figure 9 Different types of vulnerabilities found in an asset. Note: Asset names have been 

redacted due to security reasons 

 

The next picture (figure 10) shows in-depth information on the highest-risk vulnerabilities in 

the aforementioned asset. Many of them are basic vulnerabilities that should be patched out 

if they were in public use, but as these assets are used for testing purposes for the company’s 

developers and are completely separate from the company’s own production infrastructure, 

some of these vulnerabilities are known but are not needed to be fixed due to the assets be-

ing used for testing application fixes etc. These vulnerabilities are relevant according to the 

CVE database. For example, the vulnerability “RC4-cve-2013-2566” is a known vulnerability in 

the RC4 algorithm, where when used in the TLS and SSL protocols, has many single-byte bi-

ases which means that possible attackers can remotely conduct plaintext-recovery attacks. 

“They can exploit this by using statistical analysis of ciphertext in a large number of sessions 

that use the same plaintext”. (MITRE 2013.) 

The important factor here is that the Nexpose scans successfully found relevant vulnerabili-

ties and provided the instructions and information on how to fix them. This was one of the 

major goals of this project.  
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Figure 10 Screen capture of the common vulnerabilities from a report produced by the Nex-

pose Security Console 

 

Figures 11 and 12 show the highest risk vulnerabilities found in 1 asset that is used by the 

User Experience team. For instance the vulnerability 4.2 “HTTP Basic Authentication Ena-

bled” means that “HTTP Basic authentication (BA) implementation is the simplest technique 

for enforcing access controls to web resources because it doesn’t require cookies, session 

identifiers, or login pages; rather, HTTP Basic authentication uses standard fields in the HTTP 

header, obviating the need for handshakes.” (Chandel 2018)   

What this means is that there is no proof of confidentiality when trying to access web re-

sources as stated by Chandel (2018) “The BA mechanism provides no confidentiality protec-

tion for the transmitted credentials. They are merely encoded with Base64 in transit, but not 

encrypted or hashed in any way. HTTPS is, therefore, typically preferred used in conjunction 

with Basic Authentication.  This asset is normally used to test out changes made to the UX de-

sign of different services offered by the client company. These vulnerabilities are scheduled 

to be fixed as soon as possible. “  

 As mentioned before, all the vulnerabilities found in these scans are not in the production 

infrastructure of the client company and thus do not present any threat to any services the 

company offers.  
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Figure 11 Highest Risk Vulnerabilities 

In the end, there were 696 distinct vulnerabilities in the 188 assets that were discovered in 

the segment. Some were very basic configuration related vulnerabilities, some more serious 

and high risk. None of these vulnerabilities were present in the production infrastructure of 

the company during its last audit by an outside auditing security team.  
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Figure 12 Even more information on vulnerabilities and different risk scores 

 

 Remediations 

The reports that were produced through the reporting module of Nexpose Security Console 

gave useful remediation info. The reports included “remediation plans”, as shown in figure 

13, that gave time estimates, difficulty estimates as well as a structure on which to start the 
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vulnerability fixes. These reports were sent out to the technical team lead who helped plan 

out the possible fixes to the assets running with any high-risk vulnerabilities.  

 

Figure 13 Remediation plan with time estimates. Note: asset hostname has been redacted 

due to security reasons. 

 

 Scanning Results Summarized 

Table 3 shows that in total there were over 696 distinct vulnerabilities found in the 188 assets 

(or IP’s) scanned, with 300 of them being categorized as “critical”. These scans were con-

ducted using the Exhaustive scanning framework included in Nexpose.  

Table 3 Scanning results 

Scanning results Amounts 

Number of distinct vul-

nerabilities found 

696 

Vulnerabilities in total 2000+ 

Number of assets in the 

testing environment 

188 
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6 Project results 

The project brought in positive results. The research conducted to find different options of 

vulnerability management software was time consuming but in the end two good choices were 

found.  

F-Secure and Nessus are powerful tools that are easy to use, powerful and can be recom-

mended for larger companies with a large IT infrastructure but they were both too expensive 

to be considered possible by the client. Openvas, while being an open-source tool, without 

licence fees, was way too difficult to set up and use. 

 For this project Nexpose is the clear choice. It was quick to set up and start working and easy 

to learn with nice sets of instructions, the price was within the allotted budget, it was availa-

ble on-premises and had good reporting possibilities, so it ticked all the client requirements. 

 The scanning engines embedded in Nexpose are powerful but allow normal work to continue 

while scanning is underway, and find vulnerabilities ranging from basic configuration issues to 

larger patchable exploits that could cause major negative consequences if unfixed in a real 

production environment or local IT infrastructure.  

During the evaluation of Nexpose in the separate testing environment the company uses, 

many vulnerabilities were found in almost all of the scanned assets. Out of 188 assets, 38 had 

numerous medium-to-high risk vulnerabilities that can be fixed easily with basic configuration 

of ports, patches to applications as well as operating system updates. While these do not pose 

any threat to the services the company produces, or to the IT infrastructure of the company, 

the client is urged to take into consideration the fixes found in the remediation plan reports 

generated from the Nexpose scans.  

7 Conclusions 

Finally, it is recommended that the company pursue the implementation of Nexpose into their 

IT infrastructure. Its licence price is well in the confines of the allotted budget, with the pos-

sibility of having it as a on premises service to stay under the agreements the company has 

with clients, as well as being easy to use and with the ability to quickly generate readable, 

concise reports or more in-depth plans for fixing found exploits.  

Integrating Nexpose into the client’s production infrastructure would greatly boost the level 

of security and give the client a heads-up on possible remediation opportunities over the 

coming years.  
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11 Appendices 
Appendix 1: Asset chart  

 

 

 

 

 
Appendix 2: Another list of scanned assets 
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Appendix 3: Second remediation list 

 
 
 
Appendix 4: More remediations from asset scan 
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Appendix 5: Executive Overview 
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